Extra spatial dimensions are proposed by recent theories that postulate the scale of gravity to be of the same order as the electroweak scale. A sizeable interaction between gravitons and Standard Model particles is then predicted. Effects of these new interactions in boson and fermion pair production are searched for in the data sample collected at centre-of-mass energies above the Z pole by the L3 detector at LEP. In addition, the direct production of a graviton associated with a Z boson is investigated. No statistically significant hints for the existence of these effects are found and lower limits in excess of 1 TeV are derived on the scale of this new theory of gravity.
Introduction
Contemporary collider experiments have successfully tested the Standard Model of electroweak interactions (SM) [1] at its characteristic distance M −1 ew , where M ew ∼ 10 2 GeV represents the electroweak scale. The experimental study of the gravitational force extends only down to distances of the order of a centimetre [2] , thirty three orders of magnitude above the distance M −1 P l . The Planck scale (M P l ∼ 10
19 GeV) denotes the characteristic scale of the gravitational interaction.
Deviations from the expected behaviour of gravity are expected in theories that introduce n extra spatial dimensions of size R that can be as large as a fraction of a millimetre [3] . This follows from postulating a new scale M S for the gravitational interaction, and imposing it to be of the same order of M ew . This Low Scale Gravity (LSG) is related to the macroscopic expectations of gravity in terms of the gravitational constant and hence to M P l by the application of the Gauss' theorem in the extra dimensions:
In the LSG scenario, spin-two gravitons couple with SM particles and contribute to the pair production of bosons and fermions in e + e − collisions. These effects were searched for previously [4] . The present analysis extends this investigation using the same procedure to the 176 pb −1 of data collected by the L3 detector [5] at LEP in 1998 at the centre-of-mass energy √ s = 188.7 GeV. Other results are described in Reference [6] .
LSG effects in both boson and fermion pair production are described in terms of the parameter M S [7] , interpreted as a cutoff of the theory. It appears as 1/M 4 S in the LSG and SM interference terms and as 1/M 8 S in the pure graviton exchange process. These terms are multiplied by the factors λ and λ 2 , respectively, which incorporate the dependence on the unknown full LSG theory and are of order unity [7] . For numerical results on the scale M S , this analysis assumes λ = ±1 to allow for different signs in the interference between the SM and LSG contributions. Throughout this analysis the radiative corrections to SM and LSG processes are assumed to factorise.
LSG can also manifest itself via the direct production of a graviton associated with either a photon or a Z boson. The first of these signatures is investigated elsewhere [4, 8] , while the second is reported here for the first time.
Boson Pair Production
The contribution of virtual graviton exchange to the pair production of Z bosons affects both the total cross section and the distribution of the Z production angle [9] . The same discriminating variables previously used to measure the ZZ cross section and to limit a possible ZZγ or ZZZ vertex [10] are investigated to search for LSG effects, namely the reconstructed Z mass of ZZ → qqℓ + ℓ − events, M Z , the output of a neural network for the ZZ →′ q ′ and ZZ → qqνν final states and the sum of the visible and recoil masses in the ZZ → ℓ + ℓ − ℓ ′ + ℓ ′ − and ZZ → ℓ + ℓ − νν channels. ZZ events are generated with the EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo (MC) program [11] . LSG effects are modelled by reweighting these events with a modified version of EXCALIBUR that includes the LSG matrix element for the ZZ final state [9] . Figure 1a presents the distributions of M Z for data, SM expectations and LSG predictions.
LSG effects in W pair production modify its differential cross section [9] , as displayed in Figures 1b and 1c , where the polar angle of the emitted W − boson is shown. Semileptonic and hadronic decays of the W pairs are analysed [12] . Data and SM expectations as calculated by the KORALW MC [13] are also illustrated. The inclusion of LSG effects proceeds through the reweighting of the MC events with a modified version of EXCALIBUR [14] which includes the virtual graviton exchange matrix element [9] for double-resonant processes. A 5% correction is applied to account for other diagrams contributing to the semileptonic electron final states. The differential cross section of the process e + e − → γγ is also sensitive to s−channel graviton exchange [9, 15] . Figure 1d compares the photon polar angle distribution of the data [16] to LSG and QED predictions.
Fermion Pair Production
Contrary to boson pair production, where effects of extra dimensions are mainly expected in the total cross section, in the case of fermion pair production distortions of the angular distributions occur [7, 15] . Events with high effective centre-of-mass energy, Figures 2a and 2b compare the angular distributions of muon and tau pairs selected in data [17] to SM and LSG expectations. The SM predictions are modelled by MC events generated with KORALZ [18] and reweighted to the ZFITTER [19] differential cross sections. The effects of extra dimensions are studied by reweighting these events to the LSG differential cross sections [7, 15] .
For thefinal states only the total cross section is investigated and thus the higher sensitivity interference term [7, 15] vanishes. The measurement of the cross section [17] is sensitive only to the pure graviton exchange and is independent of the sign of λ.
The Bhabha scattering is the channel with the highest sensitivity to LSG effects owing to their large interference with the SM t-channel diagram. Figure 3 presents the measured differential cross section for events in the polar angular range of the scattered electron between 44
• and 136
• . The SM predictions as obtained from TOPAZ0 [20] are also shown together with the deviations expected from LSG [21] .
Results
The distributions in Figures 1, 2 and 3a are separately analysed in terms of λ/M 4 S . In addition thecross section is compared with the LSG predictions in terms of λ 2 /M 8 S and the other four distributions describing the different decay modes of the Z boson pair production [10] are considered as well. Previous results from lower √ s data [4] are included. A likelihood is determined as a function of λ/M 4 S . The deviation δ of the maximum of the likelihood from the SM value of zero is measured in units of one sigma errors and is reported in Table 1 . In all the quoted fits, the background dependence on LSG effects is negligible. No significant deviations from the SM expectations are found. The likelihood functions are then integrated over the physical region for λ = +1 and λ = −1 to yield the 95% confidence level (CL) limits on M S , also reported in Table 1 .
The sensitivity of the ZZ channel is comparable to that of the γγ and W + W − ones, despite the significantly lower cross section. The expected high sensitivity of the Bhabha channel is confirmed, as it dominates the limits.
Systematic uncertainties are included in the fit. They are calculated as the sum in quadrature of the systematic error on the measured cross section and the theory uncertainty on its prediction and amount to 10% for the ZZ channel, 4% for WW, 1% for γγ, 2.4% for µ + µ − , 3.5% for τ + τ − , 1.4% forand 3.0% for Bhabha scattering. Only the limits from theand Bhabha channels are affected by these systematic effects.
Assuming that no higher order operators give sizeable contributions to the LSG mediated boson and fermion pair production and that the meaning of the cutoff parameter is the same for all the investigated processes, it is possible to fit simultaneously all the boson and fermion channels, and finally to combine these two results into a final fit. No statistically significant extra dimensions effects are found. The 95% CL lower limits on M S are listed in Table 1 . They reach 1.07 TeV for λ = +1 and 0.87 TeV for λ = −1. 
Single Z Production
In addition to the possible LSG effects in pair production of SM particles, the direct graviton (G) production associated with a Z boson is studied for the first time, complementing the Gγ search [4, 8] . The expected cross section σ ZG is proportional to M −(n+2) S [22] and thus falls rapidly with the number of extra dimensions n. It is shown in Table 2 for a benchmark value of M S = 0.5 TeV. The symbol M S represents the LSG scale analogous to the M D parameter [15] investigated in the Gγ channel. In the particular case of n = 2 the two parameters are related by 23] . The reduced sensitivity with respect to the Gγ channel follows from the limited phase space available for graviton emission due to the mass of the Z.
The signature of this process is a single Z boson in the detector as the graviton is emitted in the extra dimensions and hence undetected. Only hadronic Z decays are considered. A sample of 1068 unbalanced hadronic events with missing energy pointing in the detector and a visible mass compatible with that of the Z is selected. The SM expectation amounts to 1096 events. The signal efficiency is 87%. Efficiencies and distributions for the signal are estimated by analysing a sample of e + e − → Zνν events generated in the W fusion process with EXCALIBUR and then reweighted to the Z energy and polar angle distributions of the e + e − → ZG process [22] . The analysis is designed to be independent of n. Event-shape and jet-shape variables similar to those used in the e + e − → ZZ → qqνν [10] and hadronicly decaying single W [24] selections are used to suppress the dominant backgrounds: radiative return to the Z, double resonant W pair production followed by semileptonic decays into either a tau or an undetected low angle lepton and hadronic decaying single W events. A final sample of 129 events is selected with 126 expected from SM processes with the signal efficiencies listed in Table 2 . A fit to the visible mass distribution of Figure 4 yields the 95 % CL cross section upper limits in Table 2 from which the corresponding lower limits on M S are extracted. Table 2 : Expected cross sections σ ZG for the graviton plus Z signal (M S = 0.5 TeV), detection efficiency ε, upper limit at 95 % CL σ lim ZG on the cross section and lower limit on the scale M S as a function of the number of extra dimensions n.
In conclusion no evidence for extra dimensions is found and limits in excess of 1 TeV are set on the scale of LSG. 
